Hello boys! Send for this free book which tells all about my NEW 1927 ERECTOR

with these sensational new features

1. Complete Unit Control (New assembly Trumodel Construction equipment parts)
2. New Erector Trumodel 3 Drum Motor
3. New Erector Trumodel Tip Bucket
4. New Erector Trumodel Clam Shell Bucket
5. A great assortment of New Feature Parts
6. Erector Complete Unit Accessory Sets
7. Utility sets — the rustproof kind (some parts)
8. The new Best Perfect Gear standard

A new World's Standard Real Engineering Thrills

NEW NO 7½ ERECTOR $15.00

with Automobile Chassis

Here's the set I know will give you the greatest thrill and you can hang on. "Oh, Boy! It's really real, and there's a thrill ranked in every one of all 627 parts. Boys in this great outfit there are hours of real sport waiting for you building automotive models. From this great assortment of distinctive, important and feature Erector parts you can build 35 models — wonderful automobile chassis,tractors, steamers, service cars, fire engines, boot and ladder, and only a few.

Packed in a cabinet and in each complete unit assortment of automotive parts, many in stock and save a $2 page manual, powerful electric motor, big red steel disk wheels with oversize balloon tires, fenders, radiator hood, bumpers, springs, steering wheel, truck body, heavy truck axles, cab top, ladder, ladder.—in fact, everything to make this set a world's standard.

Regular ERECTOR sets consist of

No. 1 — The Big Book The Farmer's Set, Contains 564 parts and builds 27.50
No. 2 — The Set with the Green and the Big Tin Wheel. Contains 32.50
No. 3 — The Big Box
No. 4 — The Super No. 4 Erector. Builds the home Country. Contains 375 parts and builds 33
No. 5 — The Wonderful 8 Piece Trumodel Erector. The last word in building beauty. Contains 360 parts and builds 36
No. 6 — The One-Ton Trumodel, with the Big Truck. High Mter. Contains 300 parts and builds 43
No. 7 — The Trumodel with the Big Trimodel. High Mter. Contains 320 parts and builds 43
No. 8 — The Big Trumodel, with the Big Trumodel. High Mter. Contains 300 parts and builds 36
No. 9 — The Big Trumodel, with the Big Trumodel. High Mter. Contains 320 parts and builds 43
No. 10 — The Big Trumodel, with the Big Trumodel. High Mter. Contains 300 parts and builds 36
No. 11 — The Big Trumodel, with the Big Trumodel. High Mter. Contains 320 parts and builds 43
No. 12 — The Big Trumodel, with the Big Trumodel. High Mter. Contains 300 parts and builds 36

THE NEW FAMILY OF ERECTOR SETS
No. A — Big Groom No. 1. Contains 240 parts and builds 12
No. B — Big Groom No. 2. Contains 300 parts and builds 24
No. C — Big Groom No. 3. Contains 360 parts and builds 24
No. D — Big Groom No. 4. Contains 420 parts and builds 24

TRUMODEL FEATURES
1. ERECTOR SQUARE CIRCUIT. You can make your Erector as rough or smooth, as strong or weak as you desire. They come in four different widths, just as in making typewriter ribbons. (In all Erector sets.)
2. ERECTOR MOTOR. You can make 25 different experiments with the Electric Motor alone. The Motor, motor arm, driving shaft, and tire all parts of the set. (In the Farmer No. 4 and No. 5.)
3. ERECTOR STEAM ROILERS. There is a red in the models of the electric Erector similar to the other Elliot boiler. (In the No. 3 Erector and upwards)
4. ERECTOR TIP BUCKET Lines. An all new Erector Lines. (In the No. 3 Erector and upwards).
5. ERECTOR ERECTOR MOTOR. There is a red in the models of the electric Erector similar to the other Elliot boiler. (In the No. 3 Erector and upwards).

OTHER COMPLETE UNIT CONTROL PARTS. MOTORIZED FEATURES. ARE

1. Complete Unit Control parts. Also complete Control parts. (In the Farmer No. 4 and upwards)
2. Motorized Complete Unit Control parts. Also complete Control parts. (In the Farmer No. 4 and upwards)
3. ERECTOR STEAM ROILERS. There is a red in the models of the electric Erector similar to the other Elliot boiler. (In the No. 3 Erector and upwards)
4. ERECTOR TIP BUCKET Lines. An all new Erector Lines. (In the No. 3 Erector and upwards)
5. ERECTOR ERECTOR MOTOR. There is a red in the models of the electric Erector similar to the other Elliot boiler. (In the No. 3 Erector and upwards)

In this book you will find the best story of my years of experience since I first invented Erector—the construction set which other engineers have been kind enough to call "the world's greatest toy"—and which they consider one of the most astonishing mechanical phenomena of the age.

In this book I tell you how with Erector's new construction parts you can build and operate (one after the other) 1000 annual working models of Aeroplanes, Submarines, Ocean liners, Electric houses, Machine guns, Automobiles, Ship engines, Trains, Steamboats, Traveling cars, Wrecking boats, French cannon, Warships, Keepers on islands, Engineers, Power plants and Heating engines.

Think what a thrill it is to be able to make these wonderful working models while you have the powerful Erector electric motor. The day you get your Erector (Christmas or any other day) will be the happiest of your life. Send for my new book "Engineering Thrills" today and then tell your Dad. Don't miss this chance. Make him realize what you really want. By showing him the book, and telling him the greatest toy on Earth. He'll want to build models with Erector too. Just fill out the coupon.

Get your free copy of "Engineering Thrills." It's the greatest book I ever written. Tell all about Erector, exactly what the parts are in the different Erector sets, how you can combine them to make over a thousand different working models. It explains the apparent mystery by which with a given number of Erector parts you can build hundreds of models. I will soon have your copy post-paid and mailed. Do it now. Then show your Dad. He will be proud of his boy, I know, because I have talked with thousands of other father's sons. Just fill out the coupon.

Alfred C. Gilbert

The new ERECTOR

"The world's greatest toy"

Buy one today—At all stores where toys are shown